WE WILL ALWAYS HAVE YOUR BACK
SUCCESS STARTS HERE

The FHNA classifies food, water, shelter, hygiene supplies, and medical assistance as basic human resources, and thus provides them unconditionally.

Simply go to a local FHNA center and you will be given these resources regardless of if you have a government issued ID. All information will be deleted at the end of your visit.

The FHNA is also an avenue for acquiring important government documents.

We office pathways to citizenship, IDs, driver's licenses, SSN cards, and more. All these services are provided free of charge at all FHNA sites. Civic education also offered (See www.FHNA.gov).

The FHNA offers additional resources to those who provide the proper government documentation and submit an application.

These resources include: internet access, public transport, career opportunities (non-military), and paid-for public college education.

Find out more at www.FHNA.gov
The Federal Human Necessities Agency

SUCCESS STARTS HERE

About us:

The Federal Human Necessities Agency is a non-departmental government institution of the United States headquartered in Washington, DC.

The agency was founded in 2022 with the passing of the Federal Human Necessities Act. It is intended to be the federal solution to houselessness in the United States.

The board is under direct appointment of the President, however budgeting is fixed till the year 2032 (annually adjusted for inflation).

Ban on Anti-Homelessness:

The Federal Human Necessities Act banned discrimination by the means of income, class, or socioeconomic standing. Additionally banned policies that disproportionately affects the houseless.

Our Programs:

Food Waste Reduction (WARP):

Prior to the FHNA, the United States wasted around 80bn pounds of food annually. The equivalent of only 1.5% of that wasted food would feed the entire US homeless population. Using predictive models we determine major sources of food waste before they occur, allowing sustainable food sourcing and distribution at minimal cost.

Documentation Program:

The FHNA provides avenues for all people to receive a government issued-ID, driver’s license, SSN number, etc. free of charge. Civic education also offered. Documented individual are eligible for additional FHNA services and resources.

Public Health Expansion Program:

Prior to the FHNA, the Affordable Care Act already provided health coverage to low-income families. Through close work with HHS FHNA is willing to provide health insurance coverage and reimbursement at all registered FHNA offices. No proof of income or documentation required. This program partially funded under the Medicare-for-All program of the US government.

College Education Program:

Through close work with the Free Application for Federal Student Aid program (FAFSA), the FHNA has an avenues for eligible low-income students to apply to colleges at reduced cost.

Urban Land Redevelopment (ULAR):

Through policies aimed to reduce land costs like the Empty Building Tax and Land Value Tax, the FHNA is able to develop support centers at a significantly lower cost. There are 3120 FHNA sites across America. One in all cities pop. > 100k. It costs a total of $28bn annually to sustain these centers, and they serve nearly 600k people.

Donation System:

The FHNA is the only Federal Agency that accepts private donations. By supporting the FHNA you can guarantee that your money goes to support America’s most underserved individuals. Donor information is deleted afterwards, the FHNA is strictly non-partisan.

Water and Electricity Program:

The Federal Human Necessities Act mandated that water and electricity utilities be provided to FHNA centers. Violating utility companies are ineligible for contract extension.

Public Transport Program:

Through close work with Municipal public transport administrations. The FHNA is able to guarantee free public transport for those who qualify.

Internet Access Program:

The Federal Human Necessities Act mandated that service providers supply internet access to FHNA centers. Violating utilities are subject to fines by the FCC.

Find out more at www.FHNA.gov